In the micro-strapdown inertial navigation systems of Internet of Things, modeling and filtering of gyro random noise are a useful approach to reducing sensor error and enhancing navigation accuracy. Time series is a popular choice for the gyro random noise modeling process. This paper contains two parts to research the modeling methods of gyro random noise. In the first part, for the problem that conventional autoregressive (AR) modeling methods for fiber optic gyro random noise require mass data due to the slow convergence speed of parameter estimation, furthermore, these methods do not perform well if there are too few samples (e.g., less than 3000), and a novel AR modeling method based on the adaptive Kalman filter is proposed. The proposed method can work with smaller sample sizes due to its rapid parameter estimation convergence speed; its algorithm also yields very precise results. These advantages make it well-suited to applications that require a fast AR modeling method for gyro random noise. In the second part, an experiment reveals that the random noise characteristic of some micro-electromechanical systems gyros is adapted to the moving average (MA) model. However, from the available literature, research on a gyro random noise modeling method based on an MA model is very rare. Therefore, we discuss and analyze two MA modeling methods for gyro random noise and give the comparisons between their modeling results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Micro-electromechanical Systems (MEMS) gyro and MSINS are used widely in internet of things, for example smart phone, wearables, navigation/locating device, etc. Gyro random noise significantly influences SINS precision. Generally, gyro random noise can be effectively restrained by modeling and filtering. For example, Sun et al. [1] established an online improved AR model for FOG random drift and developed a modified Sage-Husa adaptive Kalman filter (SHAKF) to filter the FOG signals in real time. Wang and Zhang [2] used the ARMA model to establish the model of a high precision FOG random drift error, then they adopted the Kalman filter to filter the FOG random drift error in the entire navigation proc.ess. Aiming at the disadvantages of traditional denoising methods of the gyro random drift, Jin et al. [3] built a random drift model of FOG based on the AR model, and proposed an online filtering method based on H ∞ filter.
Yang et al. [4] proposed an improved Kalman filter, so-called AMA-RWE-DFAKF, to filter FOG drift noise in both static and dynamic circumstances. Huang [5] proposed a novel real-time modeling method for FOG random noise based on the robust Kalman filter. Zeng et al. [6] used a novel approach in the time-frequency domain for gyro error characteristics analysis based on the empirical mode decomposition and Allan variance (EMDAV). Guo et al. [7] simulated a gyro drift model with the first-order Markov process based on the AR model and built a state equation for inertial navigation system error accordingly. NASSAR [8] proposed a new AR modeling method of the inertial sensor random noise to resolve the problem that the conventional first-order GaussMarkov model does not reflect the stochastic characteristic of the inertial sensors random noise. Wu et al. [9] used a called wavelet multiple level of decomposition technology to reduce gyro random noise by an improved KF approach.
In short: the AR model is often employed to model the FOG random noise in SINS. After the AR model of FOG random noise is built, a Kalman filter (or modified Kalman filter) is usually employed to filter noise. However, the Kalman filter itself is rarely applied to the AR modeling process for FOG random noise. Conventional AR modeling methods of FOG random noise (e.g., Yule-Walker equation method, least square method) typically require a large sample size to function properly. A quicker AR gyro random noise modeling method is called for, however, if the sample set is small. To address this problem, this paper proposes a novel, rapid AR modeling method based on the adaptive Kalman filter. The proposed method has a small sample size requirement and high precision.
II. AR MODELING METHOD BASED ON ADAPTIVE KALMAN FILTER A. STATIONARITY AND RANDOMNESS TEST
The output noises of a Chinese-made FOG HT-150-3 (Shanxi Spaceflight the Great Wall M&C Co., LTD,) obtained via 1-hour ground static experiment are shown in Fig. 1 (a) . The sampling rate is 100 Hz and the data unit is deg/s. For the reason that sampling data must meet the requirements of a stable stochastic process for the time series model to function properly, we conducted a randomness test for the noise data. The result indicated that there were certain fixed terms in the raw noise. These fixed terms were caused by the Earth's rotation angular velocity and FOG bias. These terms were removed by a first-order differential and the FOG random noise data which satisfied the requirements for a stable stochastic process were retained and shown in Fig. 1(b) . The noise amplitude was increased by the first-order differential as well. The self-correlation coefficient function ð(h) and partial correlation coefficient function ϕ k,k of the FOG random noise data are shown in Fig. 2 . The self-correlation coefficients decay slowly and the partial correlation coefficients are truncated at ''2'' (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) ). According to time series theory [10] , [11] , this type of data is adapted to the AR(2) model.
The AR(2) model is defined as follows:
where ε(k) is a zero mean and unknown steady variance white noise. Next, we built an AR modeling method for FOG random noise based on the adaptive Kalman filter for enhanced modeling efficiency and accuracy.
B. STATE EQUATION AND MEASUREMENT EQUATION
According to Eq. (1), the parameters a 1 , a 2 of AR(2) are taken as a state-argument:
Thus, Eq. (1) can be changed to a measurement equation:
where
When the AR mode is fixed, the state-argument estimates given by the Kalman filter converge to the real values, so areâ 1 
where the symbol ''^'' represents the estimate of a variable.
Eq. (4) is regarded as the state equation. So the system state model is:
where the system noise w(k) = 0 and the state transition matrix = I 2 .
where r k , R k are the mean and variance of system measurement noise v(k) [12, 13] .
C. UNKNOWN STEADY ESTIMATOR OF MEASUREMENT NOISE
As stated above, system measurement noise v(k) is caused by white noise ε(k). The variance of ε(k) is unknown steady, so v(k) is also a type of unknown steady white noise. In SageHusa adaptive filtering, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) noise estimator is typically used to get the mean and variance estimation values of unknown steady measurement noise [13] . That is:
where ε k|k−1 can be calculated by Eq. (11) The corresponding Kalman filter is usually called an ''adaptive Kalman filter''.
D. ITERATION OF ADAPTIVE KALMAN FILTER
The state equation and measurement equation are folded into Eq. (5). The analysis and estimation of system noise and measurement noise are performed by Eqs. (6) and (7). The characteristics of system noise and measurement noise satisfy the Kalman filter requirements, so the estimation values of AR(2) model parameters can be estimated by an adaptive Kalman filter. The iterative process of the adaptive Kalman filter is as follows:
wherer k andR k can be calculated by Eq. (7).
E. TRIAL
We adopted the data in Fig. 1 (b) as measured value z k and set the initial values of the adaptive Kalman filter to:
iterations, the iterative process of adaptive Kalman filtering is as shown in Fig. 3 . The results of adaptive Kalman filter are shown by the (blue) solid curve in Fig. 3 . The (red) dashed line in Fig. 3 is the modeling results based on conventional Yule-Walker method with 1-hour data (360,000 samples). That is:
An exit boundary θ is used to determine when the Kalman filter will exit. If the differences between the maximum state-argument estimatesâ 1 ,â 2 and the minimum ones in a continuous 10 runs are both less than θ , the state-argument estimates are considered to be convergent and the Kalman filter exits. The AR model with three digits after the decimal point is sufficiently precise in engineering practice, so we set θ a1 = θ a2 to 0.001 in this test. The Kalman filter exited after 980 runs. The state-argument estimation values converge to:
The AR(2) model built by the adaptive Kalman filter is:
In order to verify the modeling effects of the novel method, we used the same 980 samples and conventional Yule-Walker method to build the AR(2) model.
We adopted the whole trial data (1-hour data, 360,000 samples) to build the AR model by the adaptive Kalman filter as follows:
The Yule-Walker method is a well-established AR modeling method. We employed the model of Eq. (14) (Yule-Walker method, 1-hour data, 360,000 samples) as a reference standard. Comparisons of Eqs. (16) and (17) with Eq. (14) are shown in Table 1 .
TABLE 1. Modeling result comparisons between different methods (x-axis).
For visual comparison, the three modeling results in Table 1 are also shown in Fig. 4 . Table 1 and Fig. 4 show that given the same small sample size (980), the model parameters built by the proposed method (Eq. (16)) are more closer to the reference standard (Eq. (14)) than those built by the conventional Yule-Walker VOLUME 6, 2018 method (Eq. (17)). This suggests that the proposed method has higher precision than the traditional method when sample size is small.
To further determine the advantages of the proposed AR modeling method, we modeled the y-axis and z-axis FOG random noise data using the proposed and Yule-Walker methods, respectively. The iterative process of adaptive Kalman filtering is shown in Figs. 5-6. As shown in Fig. 5-Fig. 6 , we set the order of the AR model to 3 because the partial correlation coefficients of the y, z axis data are truncated at ''3'' (omitted). The results of the adaptive Kalman filter are represented as a (blue) solid curve. The (red) dashed line is the modeling results based on the conventional Yule-Walker method with 1-hour data (360,000samples). We also set the exit boundary θ a1 = θ a2 = θ a3 = 0.001. The Kalman filter exited after 2,159 runs for y-axis data and 2,980 runs for z-axis data. The state-argument estimation values converge to: We also used the Yule-Walker method modeling results for 1-hour data/360,000 samples, as a reference standard. A comparison among different modeling results is provided in Table 2 . For visual comparison, the three modeling results in Table 2 are also shown in Figs. 7-9. Table 2 and Figs. 7-9 show that if there are fewer than 3,000 samples (e.g., 2,980 for z-axis), the Yule-Walker results differ markedly from the Yule-Walker results with a larger sample size (360,000 samples). With fewer samples, however, 2,159 samples for the y-axis and 2,980 samples for the z-axis, the AR(3) model built by the proposed method yields results very close to the Yule-Walker with 360,000 samples.
Finally, we validated the built AR model using the ''white noise test on residual'' method. The method here is that according to the sample data and corresponding AR modeling results, for example Eq. (14) or Eq. (16), the corresponding white noise estimation valuesε(k) were obtained. If the selfcorrelation ofε(k) was less than 0.1, we assumed thatε(k) is white noise and that the corresponding AR modeling result was correct.
We then subjected the proposed method with a small sample set (980) and the Yule-Walker method with 360,000 samples (x-axis) to the same process. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . In Fig. 10 the solid curve is the self-correlation coefficient of the white noise estimation value ε 1 from Eq. (16) . The dashed curve is the self-correlation coefficient of white noise estimation value ε 2 from Eq. (14) . Two curves are close to each other and both far less than 0.1: both ε 1 and ε 2 can be considered white noise. Hence the AR(2) modeling results of both modeling methods, Eq. (14) and Eq. (16), are correct.
If the AR mode parameters are not fixed (e.g., are timevariant), the Kalman filter can update the AR model parameters with newly obtained samples of gyro random noise. For example, if the exit boundary θ (page 3, between Eqs. (14) and (15)) is not set when the algorithm runs, the AR(2) parameters will be continuously updated. The updated parameters are in close accordance with gyro random noise throughout the modeling process. This advantage makes the proposed method well-suited to applications in which the sensor random noise is time-variant -say, when the sensor is sensitive to temperature, humidity, or other environmental factors.
III. MA MODELING METHODS FOR GYRO RANDOM NOISE OF MEMS GYRO OF INTERNET OF THINGS
As was said in Introduction, ARMA and AR model were generally employed to model the gyro random noise. But in our experiment, it was found that the random noise characteristics of some MEMS gyros are more suited for MA model. However, from the available literature, research on gyro random noise modeling method based on MA model is very rare. As is well-known, MEMS gyros are widely used in internet of things, for example in smart phone, wearables and navigation/locating device. Next, we will discuss and analysis two MA modeling methods for gyro random noise.
The output error (3,600s) of a Chinese-made MEMS gyro obtained via ground static experiment are shown in Fig.12(a) . The sampling rate is 14 Hz and the data unit is deg/s. We conducted a randomness test for the noise data and found that there were certain fixed terms in the raw noise. These fixed terms were caused by the Earth's rotation angular velocity and gyro bias. These terms were removed by a first-order differential and the gyro random noise data which satisfied the requirements for a stable stochastic process were retained and shown in Fig.12(b) .
The self-correlation coefficient function ð(h) and partial correlation coefficient function ϕ k,k of the MEMS gyro random noise data are shown in Fig. 13 . The self-correlation coefficients are truncated at ''1'' and the partial correlation coefficients decay slowly. According to time series theory [10] , [11] , this type of data is well-suited to the MA(1) model.
The MA (1) model is defined as follows:
where q is the order of the MA model, ε is a zero mean and unknown steady variance σ 2 ε white noise. Comparing with AR and ARMA modeling, MA modeling for gyro random noise is more complicated because the self-correlation coefficient equation of MA model is non-linear, and the solution is not unique. So we cannot obtain the parameter estimates from the self-correlation coefficient equation. The MA model is driven solely by white noise and does not contain the auto-regression term, so the Kalman filter does not work for this modeling either. To solve this problem, we adopted two methods: Gevers-Wouters method and innovation-based recursive estimation method to build the MA model for gyro random noise separately, and the modeling results of which have been compared and analyzed.
A. GYRO RANDOM NOISE MA MODELING BASED ON GEVERS-WOUTERS METHOD
This method was proposed by Gevers and Wouters [14] . It's stability and convergence has been proven by [15] . The MA parameter estimation conducted by Gevers-Wouters is a loop iteration process. Initially, we calculate the initial value of the self-correlation of the sequence:
where z(k) is the sample of the sequence, N is the sequence size. R r (0) is the initial value of the self-correlation of the sequence. Next the algorithm enters loop iteration. Each iteration includes four steps:
(1) Calculate the self-correlation of the sequence
(2) From Eqs. (21)- (22) it calculates that:
(3) From Eq. (23) it follows the variance estimation of white noise for current loop iteration:
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whereb i is the MA model parameter estimates, q is the MA model order, here q =1, n is the current number of iterations. n starts at 1, and increments by 1 each loop iteration. We also define that:
And from Eqs. (23) and (26) it can follow:
The rest can be done in the same manner:
We adopted the data in Fig.12 (b) (3,600s) as sequence sample z k . Following Eqs. (20)- (28), we can generally obtain the high-precision MA model parameter estimates in less than 50 iterations. The iterative process is as shown in Fig.14 (a) . The abscissa value n represents the current number of iterations. The ordinate value b 1 represents the MA (1) model parameter estimates. An exit boundary θ is used to determine when the loop iteration will exit. If the differences between the maximum parameter estimateb 1 , and the minimum one in a continuous 3 runs are both less than θ , the estimate is considered to be convergent and the loop iteration exits. The MA model with three digits after the decimal point is sufficiently precise in engineering practice, so we set θ = 0.001 in this test. The loop iteration exited after 16 runs. Theb 1 estimation values converge tob 1 (16) = −0.866. The built MA (1) model is:
In addition, from Eq. (24) we can see that in each loop iteration the variance estimation of the white noiseσ 2 ε can be calculated out. Fig.14 (b) shows the value ofσ 2 ε in each iteration, which eventually converges to 1.11×10 −6 (deg/s) 2 .
B. GYRO RANDOM NOISE MODELING BASED ON INNOVATION-BASED RECURSIVE ESTIMATION METHOD
Innovation-based recursive estimation (or IRE, for short) method is another common MA modeling method [16] . We also use it to build the MA (1) model with the whole trial data (3,600s data).
For a MA sequence, the best linear unbiased prediction is [16] - [20] :
The ''innovation'' is defined as the error of best linear prediction:
σ (n) is the mean square error of the prediction:
It can be proven mathematically that the best unbiased prediction on z(n + 1) given by the innovationε is:
whereẑ(n + 1) should be as same as the best unbiased predictionẑ(n + 1) in Eq. (30) . The MA model in Eq. (20) can be rewritten as:
Subtracting Eq.(33) from Eq. (34) gives:
As the definition of innovation in Eq. (31),ε is the innovation. θ (n/j) is the best prediction coefficient based on innovation. ε is the white noise of the MA model of Eq.(34). When sample size n is big enough, we can approximate takê ε i = ε i . So the θ (n/j) can be approximated with the MA model parameters b j Then the θ (n/j) and σ (n) can be calculated by the following steps:
Initially, we calculate the initial value of some parameters:
Next the algorithm enters loop iteration. Each iteration includes three steps: VOLUME 6, 2018 1) Calculate the self-correlation of the sequencê
1) Calculate the MA parameter estimates for current loop iteration:
1) Calculate the estimate of mean square error prediction for current loop iteration:
, n is the current number of iteration. n starts at 1 and increments by 1 each loop iteration. N is the sequence size.θ (n/n − k) is the parameter estimates of MA model.σ (n) is the estimate of mean square error prediction.
In practical programming, the computation process executes in this order: 
Comparing Eq. (29) with Eq. (41) we can see that the modeling results given by two methods are close to each other. To validate these two modeling results, we employed the method ''white noise test on residual method'' [9] , [21] - [29] . The principle of this method has been introduced in section II, before Fig. 10 . The residual sequence can be given by the following equations [29] - [32] :
The white noise test results are shown in Fig. 16.   FIGURE 16 . White noise test of two modeling methods.
In Fig.16 the solid curve is the self-correlation coefficient of the white noise estimation value ε 1 in Eq. (29) . The dashed curve is the self-correlation coefficient of white noise estimation value ε 2 in Eq.(41). Two curves are close to each other and both far less than 0.1: both ε 1 and ε 2 can be considered as white noise. Hence the MA(1) modeling results of both modeling methods, Eq. (29) and Eq.(41), are correct.
To further determine the advantages of the Gevers-Wouters MA modeling method, we modeled the y-axis and z-axis gyro random noise data (3,600s data) using the G-W method and IRE method, respectively. The iterative process of G-W method is shown in Figs. [17] [18] [19] [20] As shown in Fig. 17-Fig.20 , we set the order of the MA model to 1 because both the self-correlation coefficients of the y, z axis data are truncated at ''1'' (omitted). We also set the exit boundary θ = 0.001. The iteration loop of Gevers-Wouters method exited after 16 runs for y-axis data and 27 runs for z-axis data. The built MA (1) model converges to:
The iteration loop of IRE method exited after 28 runs for y-axis data and 35 runs for z-axis data. The built MA (1) model converges to: A comparison between two modeling results is provided in Table 3 . For visual comparison, these modeling results are also shown in Figs.21-23 . Table 3 and Figs. [21] [22] [23] show that the Gevers-Wouters modeling results are very close to those of innovation-based recursive estimation method. They are both applicable to actual engineering. With the same data size, the Gevers-Wouters method has relatively fewer iterative times than the innovation-based recursive estimation method. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper includes two parts. In the first part we proposed a novel AR modeling method which has fast convergence speed and strict precision. Compared to conventional AR modeling methods, it requires smaller sample size while maintaining high modeling accuracy. To this effect, it is well-suited to the situations in which rapid AR modeling is required. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method was validated by trials (Fig. 11) . In the second part, in experiments we found that the random noise of some MEMS gyro is more preferable to be built by MA model. However, at present the published paper on similar research of MA modeling of gyro random noise is very few. Accordingly, we employed two MA modeling methods to model the random noise of a MEMS gyro. The modeling results of which have been compared and analyzed. Due to the wide application of MEMS gyro and MSINS in the internet of things, these research results are of high actual application signification.
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